
Ottawa Valley Cat Club

Martha MacLaine
I have loved and been owned by cats 
for more than 35 years and just can't 
imagine my home and family without 
at least one feline member. Many 
years ago I had intended to become 
a breeder of Himalayans, but a 
comedy of errors found me neutering 
my supposedly female flamepoint. 
Unfortunately, as a poor student at 
the time, I didn't have the capacity to 
add a third cat to the family.

 
In 2010, after the death of our much 
loved 18 year old calico, my daughter 
and fellow cat lover, Katrina chose 
the stunning Bengal breed and we 
embarked upon the path of breeding 
at “PantheraLaine.”

 

Katrina and I are 
so pleased to have encountered 
many wonderful friends in the cat 
fancy through the OVCC and the 
shows we attend. We

 

currently share our

 

lives with the beautiful

 

felines pictured here.

 
PantheraLaine@bell.net
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Katrina & Martha

Life is betterwith a Bengal!
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